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We present a unified description of the dark matter and the dark energy sectors, in the framework
of shift-symmetric generalized Galileon theories. Considering a particular combination of terms in
the Horndeski Lagrangian in which we have not introduced a cosmological constant or a matter
sector, we obtain an effective unified cosmic fluid whose equation of state wU is zero during the
whole matter era, namely from redshifts z ∼ 3000 up to z ∼ 2 − 3. Then at smaller redshifts it
starts decreasing, passing the bound wU = −1/3, which marks the onset of acceleration, at around
z ∼ 0.5. At present times it acquires the value wU = −0.7. Finally, it tends toward a de-Sitter
phase in the far future. This behaviour is in excellent agreement with observations. Additionally,
confrontation with Supernovae type Ia data leads to a very efficient fit. Examining the model at the
perturbative level, we show that it is free from pathologies such as ghosts and Laplacian instabilities,
at both scalar and tensor sectors, at all times.
PACS numbers: 98.80.-k, 95.36.+x, 04.50.Kd
I. INTRODUCTION
Recent observations revealed that the Universe has entered a period of accelerated expansion [1, 2]. Within the
framework of General Relativity (GR), the accelerated expansion can be driven by a new energy density component
with negative pressure, termed Dark Energy (DE) [3], the nature of which is unknown, although the cosmological
constant might be the most reasonable candidate. On the other hand, the missing mass in individual galaxies, as well
as their large scale structure distributions in the whole universe, is attributed to a new form of matter, termed Cold
Dark Matter (CDM), which is assumed to have negligible pressure. The consideration of these two dark components,
along with the usual standard model of particles, constitutes the concordance model of cosmology, namely the ΛCDM
paradigm.
Extensions of ΛCDM concordance model can arise either modifying the gravitational sector, departing from GR,
or maintaining GR but altering the nature of DE and/or DM. In the first approach, namely of modified gravity (for
a review see [4]), one introduces extra geometric terms in the action, or extra scalar fields which are non-minimally
coupled to gravity. In the second approach, one considers that the DE sector is dynamic, evolving with time, with
a possible additional interaction with the DM sector. Such interacting dark sectors (for a recent review on the dark
matter - dark energy interaction see [5]) will affect the overall evolution of the Universe and its expansion history,
the growth of dark matter and baryon density perturbations, the pattern of temperature anisotropies of the Cosmic
Microwave Background (CMB) radiation and the evolution of the gravitational potential at late times. This approach
may also alleviate the cosmic coincidence problem, i.e. the question of why the DE and DM energy densities are
currently of the same order, although they follow different evolution laws. These observables are directly linked to the
underlying theory of gravity and, consequently, the interaction could be constrained by the observational data [6].
In a parallel development there has been a large amount of effort in order to understand and describe the thermal
history of the universe in a unified way. Amongst others one could consider that the energy density might be regulated
by the change in the equation of state of a background exotic fluid, the Chaplygin gas. The main motivation of
considering the Chaplygin gas [7] was to introduce an equation of state parameter which can mimic a pressureless
fluid at the early stages of the universe evolution, and a quintessence-like sector at late times, tending asymptotically
to a cosmological constant. The generalized Chaplygin gas is efficient in describing the universe evolution at the
background level in agreement with observations [8, 9], but it may be plagued by the presence of instabilities as well
as oscillations which are not observed in the matter power spectrum [10]. Nevertheless, one can introduce various
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2mechanisms in order to bypass such problems, for instance allowing for small entropy perturbations [11, 12] or for the
addition of baryons which can improve the behaviour of the matter power spectrum [13–15].
Recently there are many studies of scalar tensor theories [16] and one of them is the Gravity theory resulting from
the Horndeski Lagrangian [17]. Horndeski theories are technically manageable, since they lead to second-order field
equations, and they prove consistent without ghost instabilities [18]. Moreover, a subclass of these scalar tensor
theories of modified gravity shares a classical Galilean symmetry which has been discovered independently [19–22].
When one generalizes Galileon theory abandoning shift symmetry, one reobtains Horndeski theory. In Horndeski
theory the derivative self-couplings of the scalar field screen the deviations from GR at high gradient regions (small
scales or high densities) through the Vainshtein mechanism [23], thus satisfying solar system and early universe
constraints [24–27].
In this work we present a unified description of the dark matter and dark energy sectors in the framework of shift-
symmetric generalized Galileon theory, which is different than the standard approach where the Galileon field plays
solely the role of dark energy [24–29], or the approach where it plays solely the role of dark matter [30]. In particular,
considering a subclass of Horndeski theory, without considering an explicit matter sector and an explicit cosmological
constant, we show that the scalar field gives rise to an effective cosmic fluid with equation of state parameter that
behaves as pressureless matter at early times, and as dark energy at late times. Additionally, by suitably choosing
the model parameter regions, and without fine tuning, one can obtain the correct redshift behaviour and values of
observables, in agreement with the observational data. Finally, examining the model at the perturbative level we show
that, on top of the background unified solutions, it is free from pathologies such as ghosts and Laplacian instabilities
at all times.
The manuscript is organized as follows. In Section II we briefly review the generalized Galileon cosmology. In
Section III we present the general features of the dark matter - dark energy unification in the framework of shift-
symmetric generalized Galileon theories, and in Section IV we construct a specific model, examining its cosmological
application in detail. Finally, Section V is devoted to the summary of our results.
II. GENERALIZED GALILEON COSMOLOGY
In this section we briefly review generalized Galileon theory, applying it to a cosmological framework and deriving
the background equations as well as the conditions for the absence of instabilities [31, 32]. As it is known, in order to
avoid the Ostrogradsky instability [18] it is required to keep the equations of motion at second order in derivatives,
and thus the most general four-dimensional scalar tensor theories having second order field equations are described
by the action
S =
∫
d4x
√−gL , (1)
where g is the determinant of the metric gµν , and where the Lagrangian reads [17]
L =
5∑
i=2
Li , (2)
with
L2 = K(φ,X) , (3)
L3 = −G3(φ,X)φ , (4)
L4 = G4(φ,X)R+G4,X [(φ)2 − (∇µ∇νφ) (∇µ∇νφ)] , (5)
L5 = G5(φ,X)Gµν (∇µ∇νφ)
− 1
6
G5,X [(φ)3 − 3(φ) (∇µ∇νφ) (∇µ∇νφ) + 2(∇µ∇αφ) (∇α∇βφ) (∇β∇µφ)] , (6)
where for simplicity we have set the gravitational constant to κ ≡ 8piG = 1. The functions K and Gi (i = 3, 4, 5)
depend on the scalar field φ and its kinetic energy X = −∂µφ∂µφ/2, while R is the Ricci scalar, and Gµν is the
Einstein tensor. Gi,X and Gi,φ (i = 3, 4, 5) respectively correspond to the partial derivatives of Gi with respect to X
and φ, namely Gi,X ≡ ∂Gi/∂X and Gi,φ ≡ ∂Gi/∂φ.
The action (1) was first found by Horndeski in [17], but it was independently rederived in the framework of Galileon
theory. We mention here that in the original version of Galileon theory, shift symmetry plays a crucial role, and hence
3the two theories do not coincide. Nevertheless, extending Galileon theory to the so-called generalised Galileon theory,
i.e abandoning the shift symmetry, leads to a complete identification with the Horndeski construction.
Let us now apply the above theory to a cosmological framework. We impose a flat Friedmann-Robertson-Walker
(FRW) background metric of the form
ds2 = −N2(t)dt2 + a2(t)δijdxidxj , (7)
where t is the cosmic time, xi are the comoving spatial coordinates, N(t) is the lapse function, and a(t) is the scale
factor. In FRW geometry, φ becomes a function of t only, and hence X(t) = φ˙2(t)/2.
We stress that in standard Galileon cosmology, apart from the above scalar tensor action (1) one needs to take into
account the matter content of the universe, described by the Lagrangian Lm, corresponding to a perfect fluid with
energy density ρm and pressure pm. However, as we mentioned in the Introduction, in the present work we will not
consider an explicit dark matter sector.
Varying the action (1) with respect to N(t) and a(t) respectively, and setting N = 1, we obtain
2XK,X −K + 6Xφ˙HG3,X − 2XG3,φ − 6H2G4 + 24H2X(G4,X +XG4,XX)
−12HXφ˙G4,φX − 6Hφ˙G4,φ + 2H3Xφ˙ (5G5,X + 2XG5,XX)
−6H2X (3G5,φ + 2XG5,φX) = 0 , (8)
K − 2X(G3,φ + φ¨ G3,X) + 2(3H2 + 2H˙)G4 − 12H2XG4,X − 4HX˙G4,X − 8H˙XG4,X
−8HXX˙G4,XX + 2(φ¨+ 2Hφ˙)G4,φ + 4XG4,φφ + 4X(φ¨− 2Hφ˙)G4,φX
−2X(2H3φ˙+ 2HH˙φ˙+ 3H2φ¨)G5,X − 4H2X2φ¨ G5,XX + 4HX(X˙ −HX)G5,φX
+2[2(H˙X +HX˙) + 3H2X]G5,φ + 4HXφ˙G5,φφ = 0 , (9)
where dots denote derivatives with respect to t, and we also defined the Hubble parameter H ≡ a˙/a. Variation of (1)
with respect to φ(t) provides its evolution equation
1
a3
d
dt
(
a3J
)
= Pφ , (10)
with
J ≡ φ˙K,X + 6HXG3,X − 2φ˙ G3,φ + 6H2φ˙(G4,X + 2XG4,XX)− 12HXG4,φX
+2H3X(3G5,X + 2XG5,XX)− 6H2φ˙(G5,φ +XG5,φX) , (11)
Pφ ≡ K,φ − 2X
(
G3,φφ + φ¨ G3,φX
)
+ 6(2H2 + H˙)G4,φ + 6H(X˙ + 2HX)G4,φX
−6H2XG5,φφ + 2H3Xφ˙G5,φX . (12)
We close this section by mentioning that in order for the above scenario to be free of ghosts and Laplacian insta-
bilities, and thus cosmologically viable, two conditions related to scalar perturbations must be satisfied [32–34]. In
particular, for the scalar perturbations these read as [32]
c2S ≡
3(2w21w2H − w22w4 + 4w1w2w˙1 − 2w21w˙2)
w1(4w1w3 + 9w22)
≥ 0 , (13)
for the avoidance of Laplacian instabilities associated with the scalar field propagation speed, and
QS ≡ w1(4w1w3 + 9w
2
2)
3w22
> 0 , (14)
for the absence of ghosts, where
w1 ≡ 2 (G4 − 2XG4,X)− 2X (G5,X φ˙H −G5,φ) , (15)
w2 ≡ −2G3,XXφ˙+ 4G4H − 16X2G4,XXH + 4(φ˙G4,φX − 4H G4,X)X + 2G4,φφ˙
+8X2HG5,φX + 2HX (6G5,φ − 5G5,X φ˙H)− 4G5,XX φ˙X2H2 , (16)
w3 ≡ 3X(K,X + 2XK,XX) + 6X(3Xφ˙HG3,XX −G3,φXX −G3,φ + 6Hφ˙G3,X)
+18H(4HX3G4,XXX −HG4 − 5Xφ˙G4,φX −G4,φφ˙+ 7HG4,XX + 16HX2G4,XX − 2X2φ˙G4,φXX)
+6H2X(2Hφ˙G5,XXXX
2 − 6X2G5,φXX + 13XHφ˙G5,XX − 27G5,φXX + 15Hφ˙G5,X − 18G5,φ) , (17)
w4 ≡ 2G4 − 2XG5,φ − 2XG5,X φ¨ . (18)
4Note that although a negative sound speed square should be obviously avoided, a sound speed square larger than one,
namely superluminality, does not necessarily imply pathologies or acausality around any cosmological background
[35, 36]. Instead, a superluminal propagation around just one possible solution would imply that the theory cannot
be UltraViolet-completed by a local, Lorentz-invariant Quantum Field Theory or a weekly coupled string theory
[37]. Hence to check the subluminality around one interesting solution (especially around a cosmological one) it is
not sufficient to make any definite conclusions about a possible UltraViolet-completion. In particular, in context
of scenarios similar to the one investigated in the present work, it was showed in [38] that if even all cosmological
solutions are subluminal without external matter, one can still acquire superluminal solutions in the presence of
normal external matter like radiation.
Additionally, for the tensor perturbations the conditions for avoidance of ghost and Laplacian instabilities are
respectively written as [32]
QT =
w1
4
> 0 (19)
c2T =
w4
w1
≥ 0. (20)
Similarly to the scalar perturbations, we mention that although a negative sound speed square for the tensor pertur-
bations should be obviously avoided, a sound speed square larger than one does not necessarily imply pathologies or
acausality.
In the next section, using the Einstein equations (8) and (9) and the field equation for the scalar field (10), we will
obtain a unified model of dark energy and dark matter, respecting the above restrictions.
III. DARK MATTER - DARK ENERGY UNIFICATION
The main motivation of the present work is to use the scalar degree of freedom of the generalized Galileon theory
to describe not only the dark energy sector (as it is the usual approach in Galileon/Horndeski considerations), but
to describe both dark matter and dark energy sectors in a unified way. In particular, without considering an explicit
matter sector, we will use a combination of terms of the above theory to construct a specific model, which behaves
as the standard GR theory plus an extra degree of freedom that depends on the scalar field. This can be expressed
as an effective unified fluid that behaves as dark matter at early and intermediate times, and as dark energy at late
times.
To obtain an Einstein-frame description, we need to consider G4(φ,X) =
1
2 in the action (1), which leads to the
appearance of the standard GR term, namely the Ricci scalar. The remaining separate Lagrangians, i.e L2,L3,L5
will be interpreted as parts of the Lagrangian of the unification fluid LU = L2 + L3 + L5. Therefore, in an FRW
geometry the Einstein equations (8) and (9) reduce to
3H2 = ρU , (21)
−(3H2 + 2H˙) = pU , (22)
where
ρU = 2XK,X −K + 6Xφ˙HG3,X − 2XG3,φ + 2H3Xφ˙ (5G5,X + 2XG5,XX)− 6H2X (3G5,φ + 2XG5,φX) , (23)
pU = K − 2X(G3,φ + φ¨ G3,X)− 2X(2H3φ˙+ 2HH˙φ˙+ 3H2φ¨)G5,X − 4H2X2φ¨ G5,XX + 4HX(X˙ −HX)G5,φX
+ 2[2(H˙X +HX˙) + 3H2X]G5,φ + 4HXφ˙ G5,φφ . (24)
The above quantities can be used to define the total equation-of-state parameter of the Universe wU , that is of the
fluid which incorporates both dark matter and dark energy sector in a unified way, namely
wU ≡ pU
ρU
. (25)
The goal is to suitably choose the involved functions K(φ,X), G3(φ,X) and G5(φ,X) in order to obtain a behaviour
of wU in agreement with the observed one. In particular, as it is well known, in standard cosmology the total equation
of state parameter of the Universe remains very close to zero during the matter dominated era, namely from redshifts
z ∼ 3000 up to z ∼ 2 − 3 [39]. Then it starts decreasing, passing the bound −1/3, which marks the onset of
acceleration, at around z ∼ 0.4− 0.6, and finally resulting to a value around −0.7 at present times (i.e at z = 0) [39].
In standard cosmology, for instance in ΛCDM paradigm, the above behaviour is obtained by the usual consideration
5of a pressureless dark matter fluid with equation of state wm ≈ 0 and a cosmological constant with equation of state
wΛ = −1, with corresponding density parameters Ωm and ΩΛ respectively. Hence, the total equation of state is given
by wt = Ωmwm+ΩΛwΛ ≈ ΩΛwΛ, and thus, since ΩΛ almost vanishes during the matter era, while it starts dominating
only after z ∼ 2− 3, one acquires the above behaviour for the total equation of state of the Universe.
A crucial consideration for our construction is the assumption of shift symmetry. Under shift symmetry, in the
equations (23), (24) and (10) only the derivatives X(t) and X˙(t) of the scalar field appear, but not the scalar field
φ itself. This allows to eliminate completely the derivatives of the scalar field between ρU and pU , resulting in an
expression pU (ρU ). Fluids with this kind of equation of state, for instance the Chaplygin gas and its extensions [7],
have been shown to be able to induce a unified description of the dark matter and dark energy sectors. However,
in these models the relation pU (ρU ) is arbitrarily set by hand while in our model we will show that this relation is
obtained from the theory, and all the functions that appear in this relation are coupling functions of the Horndeski
Lagrangian.
The functions K(φ,X), G3(φ,X) and G5(φ,X) that appear in the Horndeski Lagrangian should have the following
properties in order to lead the induced wU to have the aforementioned behaviour. Concerning K(φ,X) shift symmetry
requires to be a function of X only, namely K(X), which includes the canonical kinetic term ∼ X. Concerning
G3(φ,X) the obvious shift-symmetric choice would be G3(φ,X) = G3(X), however even a term G3(φ,X) ∼ φ (which
corresponds to the simplest non-trivial Galileon term φφ in the action) leads also to shift-symmetric equations
through integration by parts.
Concerning now G5(φ,X), a term ∼ φ through integration by parts gives rise to the usual non-minimal derivative
coupling term in the action, namely Gµν∇µφ∇νφ [40], which is a subclass of Galileon/Horndeski theory. In particular,
the derivative coupling of the scalar field to Einstein tensor introduces a new scale in the theory which on short
distances allows to find black hole solutions [41–43], while if one considers the gravitational collapse of a scalar field
coupled to the Einstein tensor then a black hole is formed [44]. On large distances the presence of the derivative
coupling acts as a friction term in the inflationary and late-time period of the cosmological evolution, and hence it
was independently introduced and studied with many interesting cosmological applications [45–51]. Moreover, it was
found that at the end of inflation in the preheating period, there is a suppression of heavy particle production as the
derivative coupling is increased. This has been attributed to the fast decrease of kinetic energy of the scalar field due
to its wild oscillations [52]. This change of the kinetic energy of the scalar field coupled to Einstein tensor allowed to
holographically simulate the effects of a high concentration of impurities in a material [53].
In this work we will use this property of the scalar field coupled to Einstein tensor in order to restrain the kinetic
energy of the scalar field to almost constant values for a long time intervals and induce an almost zero wU during the
redshift regime of the matter era. Then, when the non-minimal derivative coupling weakens, the Universe expansion
makes the field’s kinetic energy decrease, and hence wU departs towards negative values, signaling the onset of
acceleration as required.
We close this section by making a crucial comment concerning the absence of pathologies, such as ghosts and
Laplacian instabilities. It is well known that in principle many gravitational modifications can have a consistent
behaviour at the background level, but present various pathologies (ghosts, instabilities, super-luminalities etc) at the
perturbative level (as it was the case for example of basic Horˇava-Lifshitz gravity [54] and of basic nonlinear massive
gravity [55]). Hence, in general, such modified theories are free from pathologies only under specific conditions, which
in principle depend on both the underlying geometry but also on the given background solution. Thus, after obtaining
a particular solution, it is crucial to examine the validity of the pathologies-absence conditions on-shell of this solution.
In the present work, after investigating solutions that induce a background evolution with the desired features, we
will verify whether the pathologies-absence conditions (13) and (14) are indeed satisfied.
In the next Section we present a simple model satisfying all the above requirements, and we investigate in detail
its cosmological implications.
IV. A SPECIFIC MODEL
We will present a specific model along the lines described in the previous Section, namely construct a specific
subclass of shift-symmetric Galileon theories which presents a unified description of the dark-matter and dark-energy
sectors. In particular, we will consider the canonical kinetic term along with two non-trivial Galileon terms and the
usual non-minimal derivative coupling. Hence, we consider the Lagrangian given in (2), with the function choices
K(φ,X) = X2 − η2X1/2 , G3(φ,X) = λ32 X−1/2 , G4(φ,X) = 12 , G5(φ,X) = −λ52 φ, and for convenience we use units
where 8piG = c = ~ = 1. The action (1) then becomes:
S =
∫
d4x
√−g
[
R
2
+
1
2
(
X − ηX1/2
)
− λ3X
−1/2
2
φ+ λ5
2
Gµν∇µφ∇νφ
]
. (26)
6Without loss of generality we choose η such that its value is η = 1. We stress here that the above specific forms
of K(φ,X) and G3(φ,X), which contain X
±1/2, are not very important for obtaining the desired phenomenological
cosmological evolution at the background level, however they play a crucial role in ensuring the validity of the two
pathologies-absence conditions during the whole evolution, as we will show later on. In particular, models with
K ∝
√
X correspond to Cuscuton scenarios [56], while models without G5 and with G4 as in usual general relativity
correspond the so-called Kinetic Gravity Braiding [36], and have been studied independently in the literature. These
models exhibit superluminal sound speed and thus their addition in the scenario of the present work ensures that the
sound speed square will increase and avoid negative values. Finally, as we mentioned earlier, we do not include a term
proportional to φφ since through integration by parts such a term will give the same contribution to the equations
of motion as the term proportional to X.
In this case, the two Friedmann equations (8) and (9) become respectively
3H2 =
(
1
2
+ 9λ5H
2
)
X − 3λ3H√
2
, (27)
and
− (3H2 + 2H˙) = −1
2
√
X +X
(
1
2
− 3λ5H2 − 2λ5H˙
)
− 2λ5HX˙ + λ3X˙
2
√
2X
, (28)
with H(t) = a˙(t)a(t) and X(t) =
φ˙2(t)
2 , which can be brought to the form of equations (21) and (22) with
ρU ≡
(
1
2
+ 9λ5H
2
)
X − 3λ3H√
2
, (29)
pU ≡ −1
2
√
X +X
(
1
2
− 3λ5H2 − 2λ5H˙
)
− 2λ5HX˙ + λ3X˙
2
√
2X
. (30)
Hence, the total equation of state parameter of the Universe (25) reads
wU ≡ pU
ρU
=
− 12
√
X +X
(
1
2 − 3λ5H2 − 2λ5H˙
)
− 2λ5HX˙ + λ3X˙2√2X
( 12 + 9λ5H
2)X − 3λ3H√
2
. (31)
In addition, the Klein-Gordon equation (10) becomes
−6
√
2
1
2
HX3/2 + 12
√
2HX2
(
1
2
+ 3λ5 + 2λ5H˙
)
+ 3λ3HX˙ + 2X
[
−3λ3H˙ + 1
2
√
2X˙ +H2
(
−9λ3 + 3
√
2λ5X˙
)]
= 0 ,
(32)
which, using equations (29) and (30), can be rewritten in the standard conservation form, namely
ρ˙U + 3H(ρU + pU ) = 0 . (33)
Lastly, we mention that although the function G3(φ,X) =
λ3
2 X
−1/2 diverges at X = 0, the equations are well-behaved
at this value. Nevertheless, the Minkowski vacuum, where φ˙ = 0, is not a solution of the equations, unless λ3 = 0,
which is a non-trivial property of the construction. As we mentioned earlier, the presence of λ3X
−1/2 is not necessary
for obtaining the desired phenomenological evolution at the background level, but it plays a role in the satisfaction
of the pathologies-absence conditions. One might search for other G3(φ,X) forms, that still improve the satisfaction
of the pathologies-absence conditions, but they lead to the acceptance of the solution of the Minkowski vacuum too.
As we have already stated, the fact that the considered action (26) exhibits the shift symmetry ensures that the
scalar field φ does not appear in the equations of motion but only its derivatives (i.e X(t) and X˙(t)) do so. This
allows to use equations (27), (32) and (29) in order to easily eliminate these derivatives from equation (30), resulting
7to an expression of pU in terms of ρU , namely
pU (ρU ) =
{
[3λ5f(ρU )− 2]
{
−3λ23{4 + λ5f(ρU )[9λ5f(ρU )− 28]}[
√
3λ3 + g(ρU )]
+2
1
2
f(ρU )[3λ5f(ρU )− 2]
{√
3λ3λ5f(ρU )[3λ5f(ρU )− 14]− 2{2 + 3λ5f(ρU )[λ5f(ρU )− 1]}g(ρU )
}}}−1
·
{
− 36
√
3λ53 − 18λ43{2g(ρU ) + λ5f(ρU )[
√
3λ3 + g(ρU )]} − 21
2
2
f3/2(ρU )[2− 3λ5f(ρU )]2{
−6
√
6λ3λ5f(ρU )− 2
√
2[
√
3λ3 + g(ρU )] + 2
√
f(ρU )[2
√
3λ3 + g(ρU )] + λ5f
3/2(ρU )[11
√
3λ3 + 2g(ρU )]
}
+ 3
1
2
λ23f(ρU )[3λ5f(ρU )− 2]
{
10
√
3λ3 + 6g(ρU )− 12
√
2λ5
√
f(ρU )[
√
3λ3 + g(ρU )] + λ5f(ρU )[21
√
3λ3 + 19g(ρU )]
}}
,
(34)
where f(ρU ) =
2 12ρU+6λ5ρ
2
U+[6λ
2
3ρU (
1
2+3λ5ρU )
2]
1/2
( 12+3λ5ρU )
2 and g(ρU ) =
[
3λ23 + 4
1
2f(ρU )− 6 12λ5f2(ρU )
]1/2
. Hence, we can now
calculate the total equation of state parameter
wU (ρU ) =
pU (ρU )
ρU
(35)
as a function of the scale factor and of the coupling constants that appear in the considered action (26). Observing
the form of expression pU (ρU ) of (34), we can see that there are parameter regions which could give pU = 0 for a
long time interval, that corresponds to a pressureless component, while departing from zero at late times, tending
asymptotically to the value pU (ρU ) = −ρU , i.e to wU = −1. In particular, we can see that pU (ρU ) may be considered
as a generalization of the extended Chaplygin gas [8, 57], however its specific form has arisen from some simple
subclasses of the Horndeski theory (this is different from the approach of [58, 59] and [60] in which the authors
reconstructed k-essence [61] models that may give rise to the simple Chaplygin gas). Note that in the shift-symmetric
Kinetic Gravity Braiding models, without G5 and with G4 as in general relativity, one effectively obtains imperfect
fluids, with zero vorticity and no dissipation but with some diffusivity encoded in G3(X) [62], and thus we expect
this description to be valid in the present work too.
To obtain a unified description of dark matter and dark energy in the above shift-symmetric generalized Galileon
model we solve equation (27) with respect to X obtaining
X =
3H(
√
2λ3 + 2H)
2( 12 + 9λ5H
2)
. (36)
Then, substituting the above expression into the Klein-Gordon equation (32) we get a simple differential equation for
H(t), namely 1
H˙ =
√
6H3/2( 1
2
+9λ5H
2)
{
1
2
(
√
2λ3+2H)
3/2( 1
2
+9λ5H
2)1/2−√6H [λ23( 12−3λ5H2)+3√2λ3H( 12 +λ5H2)+4H2( 12 + 3λ5H2)]}
λ23(
1
2
− 27λ5H2)( 12 + 3λ5H2) + 6
√
2λ3H(
1
2
2
+ 5 1
2
λ5H2 + 36λ25H
4) + 8H2
[
1
2
2
+ 9λ5H2(
1
2
+6λ5H2)
] .
(37)
1 We mention here that in the case of shift-symmetric theories Pφ in (12) is zero and then (10) implies that a
3J = J0 = const.. Thus,
since during inflation a increases exponentially, in late-time cosmology J will be approximately zero, and since J depends on X and H
it will provide an algebraic equation J(X,H) ≈ 0 [36]. This first integral can be useful concerning the global features of the scenario,
e.g. the extraction of dynamical attractors. However, in this work we are interested in the exact evolution at all times, and not only
on the asymptotic behavior, and hence a parametric form of H(X) is not adequate since we need both H(z) and X(z) in order to
know the accurate evolution of various observables. Therefore, we need to indeed solve the differential equation (37). Definitely, we can
straightforwardly check that our solutions satisfy a3J = J0 = const., and we obtain a value of J0 around 0.1 in units 8piG = c = ~ = 1
and with H0 ≈ 6 × 10−61. These large values of the shift-charge density J0 are only possible provided this effective fluid was formed
after inflation or if there was some mechanism changing the shift-charge (this mechanism would require a breaking of the shift-symmetry
φ→ φ+ c).
8Finally, inserting (36) and (37) into equation (31) we obtain
wU =
{
3H
{
λ23(
1
2
− 27λ5H2)(1
2
+ 3λ5H
2) + 6
√
2λ3H(
1
2
2
+ 5
1
2
λ5H
2 + 36λ25H
4) + 8H2
[
1
2
2
+ 9λ5H
2(
1
2
+ 6λ5H
2)
]}}−1
·
{
− 2
√
6
1
2
(
√
2λ3 + 2H)
3/2(
1
2
+ 9λ5H
2)3/2
+3H
{
8
1
2
H2(
1
2
+ 15λ5H
2) + 3λ23(
1
2
2
+ 16
1
2
λ5H
2 − 9λ25H4) + 6
√
2λ3H
[
1
2
2
+ 3λ5H
2(5
1
2
− 6λ5H2)
]}}
. (38)
Hence, as long as we solve the differential equation (37), we have the solution for the equation of state wU from
equation (38).
Equation (37) cannot be analytically solved in general. Therefore, in the following we will proceed to numerical
elaboration in order to extract the solution of H(t) and then the behaviour of wU . For convenience, and in order to
compare our results with the observational data, we will use the redshift z = −1 + a0/a as the independent variable,
setting the current scale factor a0 to 1 (thus H˙ = −(1 + z)H(z)H ′(z) with prime denoting derivatives with respect to
z).
We set the present value (i.e at z = 0) of H to H0 =
h
3000Mpc
−1, with the dimensionless constant h being around
0.69, which in units where 8piG = c = ~ = 1 used above reads as H0 ≈ 6 × 10−61. Additionally, we set the present
value of the total equation of state of the Universe to wU (z = 0) ≈ −0.7, according to observations [39]. Hence, the
above two phenomenological requirements are satisfied by an infinite number of pairs of the remaining parameters λ3
and λ5, lying in a curve of the (λ3 − λ5) plane, shown in Fig. 1.
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FIG. 1: The one-dimensional parameter subspace of the (λ3 − λ5) plane that satisfies the two phenomenological requirements,
namely H(z = 0) ≡ H0 ≈ 6× 10−61 (in units where 8piG = c = ~ = 1) and wU (z = 0) ≈ −0.7. The dashed vertical line on the
left marks the bound after which the two pathologies-absence conditions (13) and (14) are not satisfied.
In the left graph of Fig. 2 we present the solution for H(z) from equation (37), for three choices of λ3 and for
comparison we additionally depict the corresponding evolution from the ΛCDM model. In the right graph of Fig. 2
we show the corresponding evolution for the total equation of state of the Universe from equation (38), together with
its evolution in the case of ΛCDM paradigm. Finally, for clarity in Fig. 3 we present wU (z) in logarithmic scale in
order for the behaviour of larger z to be visible.
As we observe the form of wU (z) is in excellent agreement with observations. It is zero during the whole matter
era, namely from redshifts z ∼ 3000 up to z ∼ 2− 3, then it starts decreasing, passing the bound −1/3, which marks
the onset of acceleration, at around z ∼ 0.5, and finally it acquires a value −0.7 at present times (i.e at z = 0). We
mention that this behaviour is obtained without considering an explicit matter sector, namely it is the Galileon field
itself that describes both the dark matter and dark energy sectors in a unified way. Furthermore, for completeness, in
the same figures we have included the evolution up to the far future (z → −1 corresponds to t→∞), where we can
clearly see that the universe tends toward a de-Sitter phase. We stress that this de-Sitter phase is obtained although
we have not considered an explicit cosmological constant, and hence it is a very interesting non-trivial result.
One can acquire a qualitative picture of the above results in the following way. If we manage to make X to be
almost constant at early times then we can expand wU from equation (31) for large H (which is the case at early
times) yielding an approximated value wU → 0. On the other hand, if X departs from the constant value, acquiring
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FIG. 2: Left graph: The evolution of the Hubble parameter as a function of the redshift z, for the model (26), for various
values of λ3 in units where 8piG = c = ~ = 1. We have set the present value of the total equation of state of the universe to
wU (z = 0) ≈ −0.7 and the present value of H to H0 ≈ 6 × 10−61 which determines accordingly the value of λ5 (see Fig. 1).
Right graph: The corresponding evolution of wU (z). In both graphs we have added the corresponding curves of ΛCDM paradigm.
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FIG. 3: The evolution of wU (z) of the right graph of Fig. 2, in logarithmic scale up to z ∼ 3000.
a decreasing form, then wU starts deviating from 0 towards the −1 value. Our model (26) presents these behaviours,
and indeed one can see that for large H we obtain X → 13λ5 = constant as requested. On the other hand, if we had
included an extended non-minimal derivative coupling ∼ G5(X) [63], then the introduced extra φ¨ term would have
changed the kinetic energy of the cosmological fluid spoiling the wU → 0 feature at early times, leading instead to
wU → const. However in that case, adding suitably more terms in the action one could realize the very interesting
scenario that wU starts from −1 at very early times, then it departs towards 1/3 remaining there for a sufficient time
interval, then becoming zero for a very long time and finally departing towards −1 at late and future times. Such an
evolution could describe the whole thermal history of the Universe, namely the inflationary, the radiation, the matter
and finally the dark energy eras.
Let us now confront the model at hand with cosmological observations coming from Supernovae type Ia (SN Ia),
which is straightforward as long as we have the evolution of H(z). Observations measure the apparent luminosity vs
redshift l(z), or equivalently the apparent magnitude vs redshift m(z), which are related to the luminosity distance
by
2.5 log
[
L
l(z)
]
= µ ≡ m(z)−M = 5 log
[
dL(z)obs
Mpc
]
+ 25 , (39)
where L and M are respectively the absolute luminosity and magnitude. From the theory point of view the predicted
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Hubble parameter is related to the dimensionless luminosity distance dL(z)th as
dL (z)th ≡ (1 + z)
∫ z
0
dz′
H (z′)
. (40)
In our model the evolution of H(z) is given numerically from the differential equation (37), and it was presented
in the left graph of Fig. 2. On the other hand, for the case of ΛCDM paradigm, the corresponding H(z) is given
by H2(z) = H20
[
Ωm0(1 + z)
3 + ΩΛ0
]
, with Ωm and ΩΛ the matter and cosmological-constant density parameters
respectively, and where the subscript “0” denotes the present value of these quantities. In Fig. 4 we present the
theoretically predicted apparent minus absolute magnitude for the model (26), on top of the 580 SN Ia data points
from [64], as well as the corresponding curve from the ΛCDM scenario. As we observe, the agreement with the SN
Ia data is excellent. The proposed model of dark matter - dark energy unification is almost indistinguishable from
ΛCDM cosmology, although we have not considered an explicit cosmological constant and an explicit matter sector.
This is one of the main results of the present work.
λ3 =- 24 H0ΛCDM
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FIG. 4: Theoretically predicted apparent minus absolute magnitude for the model (26), for λ3 = −
√
2H0/4 in units where
8piG = c = ~ = 1, on top of the 580 SN Ia data points from [64]. For comparison, we have added the corresponding curve of
ΛCDM paradigm.
A comparison of the fittings of the above two scenarios can be achieved using the Akaike Information Criterion
(AIC) [65]. The AIC is defined as
AIC = −2 lnL+ 2d = χ2min + 2d, (41)
with L = exp (−χ2min/2) the maximum likelihood function and d the number of model parameters. The minimization
of χ2 is defined as
χ2min =
N∑
i
[µ(zi)obs − µ(zi)th]2
σ2i
, (42)
with N = 580 the number of SN Ia contained in [64] and σi the error corresponding to each µ(zi)obs. The ΛCDM
cosmology will be the reference scenario, with respect of which the comparison of the model under consideration will
be performed. For any specific model M , calculating the difference ∆AIC = AICM − AICΛCDM and resulting to a
value ≤ 2, the considered model has substantial observational support with respect to the ΛCDM one [66, 67]. In the
above analysis we have one parameter for ΛCDM paradigm, while in our model we have three free parameters. This
results to a value
∆AIC = 0.65 < 2, (43)
and therefore the scenario at hand is very efficient concerning confrontation with observations.
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FIG. 5: Left graph: The evolution of Qs from (44), that characterizes the absence of Laplacian instabilities, as a function of
the redshift z, for the model (26), for various values of λ3 in units where 8piG = c = ~ = 1. We have set the present value of
the total equation of state of the universe to wU (z = 0) ≈ −0.7 and the present value of H to H0 ≈ 6 × 10−61. Right graph:
The corresponding evolution of the sound speed square of the scalar perturbations c2s from (45).
To complete our analysis on the above scenario that describes in a unified way the dark matter and dark energy
sectors, we must examine whether the model is free from pathologies such as ghosts and Laplacian instabilities at the
perturbative level. Indeed, it is well known that in many modified gravities there appear various pathologies at the
perturbative level, even if the background behaviour is problem-free and consistent. In the Horndeski theory, the two
necessary conditions for absence of pathologies in the scalar perturbations are given in relations (13) and (14), which
in the particular model of action (26) become
Qs = −
2(λ5X − 1)
{
3λ23 + 6
√
2λ3H(1− 5λ5X) + 8X
[
1
2 − 12λ5X + 3λ5H2(1 + 3λ5X)
] }
[√
2λ3 +H(4− 12λ5X)
]2 > 0 , (44)
c2s =
{
(λ5X − 1)
{
3λ23 + 6
√
2λ3H(1− 5λ5X) + 8X
[
1
2
− 1
2
λ5X + 3λ5H
2(1 + 3λ5X)
]}}−1
·
{
32λ25H
2X2(3λ5X − 1)− 8(λ5X − 1)2(3λ5X − 1)H˙ + λ3
[
λ3 + λ3λ5X − 4
√
2λ5(λ5X − 1)X˙
]
−2H
{√
2λ3 [λ5X(2 + 7λ5X)− 1]− 4λ5(λ5X − 1)(1 + 3λ5X)X˙
}}
≥ 0 , (45)
with the additional constraint c2s ≤ 1. These conditions must be valid on-shell of the background evolution and at all
times.
In Fig. 5 we present the evolution of Qs and c
2
s for the background evolution and parameter choices of Fig. 2. We
observe that the conditions for absence of ghosts and Laplacian instabilities are always satisfied, and thus the scenario
at hand is free from pathologies of the scalar sector at both background and perturbative level. We mention here
that although the desired background evolution can be relatively easily obtained with an action of the form (1), to
satisfy the pathologies-absence conditions requires careful selection of the involved functions. Hence, as we mentioned
earlier, in the particular model (26) the choice of X1/2 in the specific forms of K(φ,X) and G3(φ,X) is not necessary
for obtaining the desired phenomenological evolution at the background level, however it is important in order to
make c2s positive at all times, since the Cuscuton and the Kinetic Gravity Braiding terms (which exhibit superluminal
sound speed) ensure that the sound speed square will increase and avoid negative values.
Finally, concerning tensor perturbations, the two necessary conditions for absence of ghost and Laplacian instabil-
ities are given in (19) and (20), and thus in the particular model of action (26) become
QT =
1
4
(1− λ5X) (46)
c2T =
λ5X + 1
1− λ5X ≥ 0. (47)
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FIG. 6: Left graph: The evolution of QT from (46), that characterizes the absence of Laplacian instabilities, as a function of
the redshift z, for the model (26), for various values of λ3 in units where 8piG = c = ~ = 1. We have set the present value of
the total equation of state of the universe to wU (z = 0) ≈ −0.7 and the present value of H to H0 ≈ 6 × 10−61. Right graph:
The corresponding evolution of the sound speed square of the tensor perturbations c2T from (47).
In Fig. 6 we depict the evolution of QT and c
2
T for the background evolution and parameter choices of Fig. 2. As we
can see, the conditions for absence of ghosts and Laplacian instabilities are always satisfied, and thus the scenario at
hand is free from pathologies in the tensor sector too. Additionally, note that since the specific model considered here
contains G5, the tensor perturbations may become superluminal, as expected [32, 68]. However, as discussed above,
this feature does not imply pathologies or acausality [35, 36]. 2
V. CONCLUSIONS
In this work we have presented a unified description of the dark matter and dark energy sectors, in the framework
of shift-symmetric generalized Galileon theories. Although in usual applications of Galileon/Horndeski theories one
includes the extra scalar degree of freedom in order to represent the inflaton or the dark-energy field, while the matter
sector is considered additionally, in our approach we used this scalar field in order to account for both dark matter and
dark energy sectors simultaneously. Using a specific combination of terms of the Galileon/Horndeski Lagrangian, and
without considering an explicit matter sector and an explicit cosmological constant, we obtained an effective cosmic
fluid that behaves as pressureless matter during the matter era, and as dark energy at late times, thus producing a
unified description of the cosmological evolution.
In particular, the shift symmetry imposed on the action allowed the derivation of the pressure of the effective fluid
as a function of the energy density, namely pU = pU (ρU ), which proves to have the form of an extended Chaplygin gas.
Chaplygin gas has been known to be efficient in offering a unified description of the matter and dark energy regimes.
In the present model the generalized equation of state parameter for the unified fluid wU is acquired straightaway
from the action considered.
The obtained behaviour of wU (z) is in excellent agreement with observations. It is zero during the whole matter
era, namely from redshifts z ∼ 3000 up to z ∼ 2 − 3, then it starts decreasing, passing the bound −1/3, which
marks the onset of acceleration, at around z ∼ 0.5, and finally it acquires a value −0.7 at present times. Additionally,
confronting this evolution with the Supernovae type Ia data we showed that we obtained an excellent fit, and our model
of dark-matter - dark-energy unification is almost indistinguishable from ΛCDM cosmology. Moreover, investigating
the evolution up to the far future we saw that the universe tends toward a de-Sitter phase. We stress that these
behaviours are obtained without considering an explicit matter sector or an explicit cosmological constant, namely it
is the Galileon field itself that describes both the dark matter and dark energy sectors in a unified way. This is the
2 While this manuscript was in the revision process, the LIGO-VIRGO collaboration detected a binary neutron star merger with
gravitational waves (GW170817) [69], and the Fermi Gamma-ray Burst Monitor detected its associated electromagnetic counterparts
[70], which imposes strong constraints on the gravitational waves speed (|cT /c − 1| ≤ 4.5 × 10−16 [71, 72]). Hence, one should try to
focus on solutions where X (i.e. φ˙) becomes very small at least in the late-time universe, in order for cT in (47) to enter into the above
bounds. The subtle and detailed elaboration of these solution subclasses is left for a separate project.
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main result of the present work.
Finally, we examined in detail the behaviour of the above unified scenario at the perturbative level, focusing on the
conditions of absence of pathologies such as ghosts and Laplacian instabilities, at both scalar and tensor sectors. This
is a crucial step that must be taken in every cosmological application, since it is well known that in many modified
theories of gravities there appear various pathologies at the perturbative level, even if the background behaviour
is problem-free and consistent. We showed that with the consideration of specific terms in the action the various
pathologies-absence conditions are satisfied at all times on top of the background unified solutions.
As a further work on this unification approach of the dark sectors it would be interesting to consider the powerful
method of dynamical system analysis in order to bypass the nonlinearities of the equations and extract the global
features and the asymptotic behaviour of the evolution. Furthermore, apart from the SN Ia data, one should use
observations from Baryon Acoustic Oscillations (BAO), from Cosmic Microwave Background (CMB), and from Large
Scale Structure (LSS), in order to obtain a more detailed and complete confrontation, since this was the weak point of
previously constructed unified scenarios such as the Chaplygin gas. Additionally, one should try to focus on solutions
where the scalar-field kinetic energy becomes very small, at least in the late-time universe, in order for the tensor
perturbation speed to get reduced close to the light speed. In order to pass these necessary observational comparisons
one must consider the baryonic matter sector explicitly, since this will not affect the obtained unified description of
the dark matter and dark energy sectors.
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